ABSTRACT Emotional health plays very vital role to improve people's quality of lives, especially for the elderly. Negative emotional states can lead to social or mental health problems. To cope with emotional health problems caused by negative emotions in daily life, we propose efficient facial expression recognition system to contribute in emotional healthcare system. Thus, facial expressions play a key role in our daily communications, and recent years have witnessed a great amount of research works for reliable facial expressions recognition (FER) systems. Therefore, facial expression evaluation or analysis from video information is very challenging and its accuracy depends on the extraction of robust features. In this paper, a unique feature extraction method is presented to extract distinguished features from the human face. For person independent expression recognition, depth video data is used as input to the system where in each frame, pixel intensities are distributed based on the distances to the camera. A novel robust feature extraction process is applied in this work which is named as local directional position pattern (LDPP). In LDPP, after extracting local directional strengths for each pixel such as applied in typical local directional pattern (LDP), top directional strength positions are considered in binary along with their strength sign bits. Considering top directional strength positions with strength signs in LDPP can differentiate edge pixels with bright as well as dark regions on their opposite sides by generating different patterns whereas typical LDP only considers directions representing the top strengths irrespective of their signs as well as position orders (i.e., directions with top strengths represent 1 and rest of them 0), which can generate the same patterns in this regard sometimes. Hence, LDP fails to distinguish edge pixels with opposite bright and dark regions in some cases which can be overcome by LDPP. Moreover, the LDPP capabilities are extended through principal component analysis (PCA) and generalized discriminant analysis (GDA) for better face characteristic illustration in expression. The proposed features are finally applied with deep belief network (DBN) for expression training and recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, ubiquitous healthcare systems have attracted a lot of researchers due to their prominent application the field of human computer interactions (HCI) [1] . In a ubiquitous healthcare system, HCI systems could considerably be improved if computers could be able to recognize the emotions of the people from their facial expressions and react in a friendly manner according to the users' necessities.
When humans experience any situation in their daily lives, they express their mental states through emotions that can effect to their behaviors, thoughts and feelings. Positive emotions can represent healthy mental states by delivering position expression such as happiness and pleasure. On the contrary, negative emotions can represent negative emotions such as sadness and anger. Thus, both positive and negative emotions can affect emotional health in our daily lives quite substantially. Emotional health refers to the ability to manage feeling to deal with problems.
People with nice emotional health can positively control themselves as well as address negative emotions whereas people with bad emotional health usually experience difficulties with controlling their behaviors and feelings i.e., they often cannot manage themselves to cope with negative emotions. In the worst case of bad emotional health, they might become psychological patients as a result. Therefore, bad emotional health can lead people to social and mental health problems. To improve emotional health, an efficient facial expression recognition system can play a vital role to understand mental states over time can generate mental health-log for the analysis of mental behavior patterns.
With respect to emotional state representation, video-based facial appearance or expression recognition (FER) is getting huge considerations by numerous scientists these days as it is thought to be a standout amongst the most appealing research topics in robot vision and image processing [2] . The vast majority of the FER works followed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [3] - [10] . In [3] , it was utilized for detecting various facial action units for FER. In [5] , it was utilized for analysis of facial activity coding system. Later, some works utilized Independent Component Analysis (ICA approach in FER works [11] - [22] . In [14] , ICA was utilized to attain local statistically unbiased features for classification of various facial expressions. ICA was also used to recognize the facial activity unites in [15] .
Except ICA, local Binary patterns (LBP) has additionally been focused currently for facial features analysis [23] - [25] . LBP features are tolerant in opposition to illumination modifications and computationally they are simple. In a while, Local Directional Pattern (LDP) that represents local face features was adopted by means of that specialize in face pixel's gradient records [26] . Whilst extracting LDP capabilities, after acquiring a pixel's directional strengths, the binary values are assigned primarily based at the top t variety of strengths where the price of t is decided empirically which varies in different experiment settings.
In this paper, a classic LDP is reformed to achieve greater robust features than LDP. After determining the directional strength of a depth pixel, top directional strengths are acquired in descending order and corresponding power sign bits are blended with the top directional power positions in binary to represent strong functions. This approach is named as local directional position pattern (LDPP). In typical LDP for a pixel, the directions with top edge strength are considered by assigning the bit 1 for them and 0 for rest of the directions. It never considers the strength signs and the order of the directions with top strengths which may result into same pattern for two opposite kind of edge pixels having opposite dark and bright regions. This problem can be overcome by the proposed LDPP. Basically, for an edge pixel, dark region mostly represents negative strength whereas bright region shows positive strength. As LDP does not consider the signs of the directions strengths, two edge pixels with opposite dark and bright regions may exchange the strength signs keeping their strength order same which should generate the same LDP code for these two edge pixels where they should be very different patterns. Besides, LDP represents flat bit 1 to directions with top strengths and 0 to others without considering the orders of the strengths. In such cases, LDP becomes a weak approach to generate features whereas considering strength sign bits along with the top directional strength positions in binary may resolve this issue very strongly to represent robust features such as LDPP. Thus, top directional strength positions' are considered in binary with sign bits in LDPP and then, LDPP histogram is generated to represent robust features for whole face. To make the LDPP features more robust, General Discriminant Analysis (GDA) is utilized after applying PCA for dimension reduction. GDA is considered to be an efficient tool to discriminate the features from different classes [27] - [30] .
A. RELATED FER WORKS
Regarding utilization of cameras for facial expression analysis, RGB cameras have been most popular as face images are very easily obtained from those cameras and besides, they are cheap and commonly used for daily applications such as video chatting through different kind of internetbased software. Though RGB cameras are very famous but images captured through them can change the face pixel intensities very rapidly due to illuminations changes in the scene. Hence, distance-based image can be a better option for facial expression recognition but RGB cameras cannot generate such distance-based face images to describe personindependent facial expressions in the images.
However, depth based cameras can overcome such limitations by providing the depth information of the face parts based on the distance to the camera that would allow one to come up with more efficient expression recognition systems than RGB-based ones. Besides, depth cameras would make it possible to solve some privacy issues such as hiding person's identification in the depth images whereas RGB cameras cannot hide person's identification in RGB images and hence, depth cameras can be utilized regardless of person's identity. As a result, depth images have been getting very much attentions by many researchers in a wide range of computer vision and image processing applications such as body motion recognition [31] - [52] , hand motion recognition [53] - [62] , and face recognition [63] - [76] . In [31] , the authors analyzed depth videos for distinguished human activity recognition. In [33] , the authors analyzed surface histograms on depth images for human activity recognition. In [34] , the authors did moving body parts analysis from depth data for robust human activity recognition. Yang et al. used Depth Motion Maps (DMM) for obtaining temporal motion energies in [36] . In [40] , Koppula et al. applied depth videos for human-object interactions [40] . In [41] Entropy Markov Model (MEMM) for action recognition in depth videos. Besides human activities, depth informationbased hand movement researches were also done for human computer interaction [44] - [52] . In [45] , particle swarm optimization was done for analysis of interacting hands in depth videos.
In [46] , the authors applied depth images for object dependent hand pose tracking. In [47] , the authors focused on depth information-based hand movements and applied random forests for hand part segmentation. American Sign Language (ASL) was also focused in various hand gesture researches [49] - [52] . Similar kind of research information for depth data analysis for gesture recognition can be found in [53] - [62] . Depth information was also used in head pose/face position estimation in some works [63] - [72] . For instance, in [66] , the authors applied neural networks for head estimation from depth image. In [68] , the authors focused on nose position in a depth face. In [71] , the authors did face recognition from low quality depth images where the depth images were obtained from stereo cameras. In [73] - [76] , the authors focused on depth image-based upper face researches.
For training and recognition of expression features, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has been considered in some FER works such as [77] , [78] . Nowadays, Deep Neural Network (DNN) picked up a ton of consideration since DNN can create a few elements from the crude info, in spite of alternate classifiers. Likewise, DNN could overcome a few constraints of a perceptron that is not ready to perform general pattern recognition. However, DNN had required a lot of preparing time [79] . In 2004, Hilton et al. proposed an enhanced form of DNN, called Deep Belief Network (DBN), which uses Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) for proficient preparing [80] . There are some different works proposed in [81] - [88] .
B. PROPOSED WORK
A novel FER approach is proposed in this work using LDPP, PCA, GDA, and DBN based on a depth sensor-based video camera images. The LDPP features are extracted first from the facial expression depth images which are then PCA is applied for dimension reduction. Furthermore, the face features are classified by GDA to make them more robust. Finally, the features are applied to train a DBN to be applied later for recognition on cloud. Fig. 1 depicts the basic architecture of the proposed FER system.
II. FEATURE EXTRACTION
A depth camera is first used to capture various depth images from depth videos of the objects that generate RGB and depth information at the same time. The depth sensor video information or data demonstrate the scope of every pixel in the science as a gray level power or intensity. Figs. 2(a) and (b) represent a happy RGB and depth image respectively. The depth images indicate the bright pixel values for near and dark ones for far distant face parts. Fig. 3 shows a sequence of gray and depth faces from surprise and disgust expressions respectively. 
A. LOCAL DIRECTIONAL POSITION PATTERN (LDPP)
For every pixel of an input depth face, the LDPP appoints an eight-bit binary code. This sample pattern is figured by VOLUME 5, 2017 considering top two edge strength position with sign from eight distinct directions. For pixel in the picture, the eight directional edge reaction values {D i } where i = 0, 1, . . . , 7 are calculated by Kirsch masks. Fig. 4 shows the Kirsch masks. After applying the mask, the directional positions are determined as
Thus, LDPP code for a pixel x is derived as
where g represents the highest edge response direction, e second highest edge response direction, R rankings of the edge responses to the corresponding directions. Fig. 5 depicts the edge responses, sign bit of the edge responses, and edge response ranking to eight directions. The highest edge response is set to eighth rank. Then, the second highest response is set to seventh, and so on. Fig. 6 shows two examples of LDPP codes where typical LDP makes same patterns for different edges but LDPP can generate separate pattern. In the upper part of figure, the highest edge response is 2422 and hence the first bit of LDPP code for the pixel is the sign bit of 2422 which is 0 and the following three bits are the binary of the direction where the highest strength position lies i.e., 001 which is binary of 1 from D 1 . The second highest edge response is −1578 and hence the fifth bit of LDPP code for the pixel is the sign bit of −1578 which is 1 followed by three bits that are the binary of the direction where the second highest strength position lies i.e., 100 which is binary of 4 from D 4 . Hence, the LDPP code for upper pixel is 00011100 and for lower pixel 10010100. On the other hand, LDP codes for both of them are same, which is 01110011 as their directional rankings are same in both the pixels. Hence, LDPP code represents better features than LDP. Consequently, the LDPP code is used to transform an image into the LDPP map. The textual feature of the image is exhibited by the histogram of the LDPP map of which the s th bin can be defined as
where n represents the no. of the LDPP histogram bins for an image I . Hence, the histogram of the LDPP map is expressed as
Now, to portray the LDPP highlights or features, a depth silhouette picture is separated into non-overlapping rectangle region and the histogram is processed for every region as appeared in Fig. 7 . Moreover, the entire LDPP highlight or feature A is presented as a concatenated sequence of histograms.
where g denotes the no. non-overlapped areas or regions in the image. 
B. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA)
Once locally salient LDPP features are obtained for all the trained facial expression depth images, the feature dimension becomes high and hence, PCA is adopted in this work for dimension reduction. PCA is used to look for the directions of maximum variation in data. Considering J as a covariance matrix of LDPP feature vectors, PCA on J should find out the principal components with high variances. Thus, PCA on J can be described as
where E indicates the eigenvector matrix representing principal components (PCs). In this work, we considered 150 PCs after PCA over J . Fig. 8 depicts the top 150 eigenvalues corresponding to the first 150 PCs once PCA is applied on LDPP features. The eigenvalues basically indicates the importance of the corresponding PCs. It can be noticed in the figure that after first few positions, the eigenvalues are descending to zero, indicating the considered number of dimensions should reduce the LDPP feature dimension well with negligible loss of original features. Thus, the reduced dimensional LDPP features after PCA can be shown as
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C. GENERALIZED DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS (GDA)
The final step of the feature extraction from a depth image of facial expression is to apply generalized discriminant analysis (GDA) to make the features more robust. GDA, a generalized method of linear discriminant analysis (LDA) which is basically based on an eigenvalue resolution problem to make between inner-class scatterings minimum and interclass scatterings maximum. GDA first represents the inputs into a high dimensional feature space where it tries to solve the problem by applying LDA method on the feature space. Thus, the fundamental idea of GDA is to map the training data into a high dimensional feature space M by a nonlinear Gaussian kernel function to apply LDA on M . Hence, the main goal of GDA is to maximize the following equations.
where G θ B and G θ T are the between-class and total scatter matrices of the features. Finally, the PCA features C is projected on GDA feature space GDA as 
III. DBN FOR EXPRESSION MODELING
Training a DBN consists of two main parts that are pretraining and fine-tuning. The pre-training phase consists of Bolt Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM). When the network is pre-trained then the weights of the networks are adjusted later on by fine-tuning algorithm. RBM is basically very useful for unsupervised learning that contributes for local optimum error avoidance. One of the key benefits of using DBN is the ability of DBN to extract and select prominent features from the input data. Each layer of RBM is updated depending on the previous layer. Once the first layer is done with computing the weight matrix, the weights are then considered as an input for the second layer and so 'on. This process continues to train RBMs one after another. Besides, the input during this process is reduced layer by layer and hence, the selected features at the hidden nodes of the last layer can be considered as a vector of features for current layer. The algorithm of Contrastive Divergence-1 (CD-1) can be utilized to update the matrix of weights layer by layer [87] . 10 shows a sample DBN where three hidden layers consisting of different number of neurons in different layers such as 100 for input layer, 80 for hidden layer1, 60 for hidden layer2, 20 for hidden layer3, and 6 for output layers indicating to train and recognize 6 classes i.e., expressions in this regard. For initialization of the network, a greedy layerwise training methodology is applied. Once the weights of the first RBM are trained, h 1 becomes fixed. Then, the weights of the second RBM are adjusted for training using the fixed h 1 . Then, the third RBM is trained with the help of previous RBM. The process of training a typical RBM involves some crucial steps. First of all, initialization is done where a bias vector for the visible layer P, a bias vector for the hidden layer H , a weight matrix T are set to zero.
Next, utilizing the eq. (16), the binary state of the hidden layer h 1 is calculated and later on it is used to reconstruct the binary state of the visible layer p recon using (17) . Then, the hidden layer h recon is re-computed given p recon where
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The threshold value r is learnt with the weights to determine the output of the sigmoid function in the network and the weight difference is computed as where L is considered as batch size. Finally, the current weight becomes a summation of the previous weights. These steps are repeated for all the batches. When RBM process is done, a typical back propagation algorithm is applied for adjustments of all parameters for fine-tuning. The pretraining and fine-tuning steps are shown in Fig. 11 .
TABLE 1.
Expression recognition using RGB faces using PCA with HMM.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A depth database was built based on [85] , [86] for this work containing six facial expressions: namely Anger, Happy, Sad, Surprise, Disgust, and Neutral. There were 40 videos for each expression where each video consisted of 10 sequential frames. For the experiments, four-fold cross validation was applied to generate four groups of datasets where for each fold, 30 videos were used for training and other 10 for testing without overlapping the videos in training and testing. Hence, a total of 120 videos were applied for training and 40 for testing respectively. 
A. RGB CAMERA-BASED EXPERIMENTS
The FER experiments were started based on the videos obtained from RGB camera. The RGB video-based FER experimental results are shown in confusion matrix from Table I-Table VII . PCA with HMM could achieve 58% mean recognition rate only, which is very poor and the lowest recognition rate amongst our all experiments. Then, PCA-LDA was tried for FER which achieved mean recognition VOLUME 5, 2017 rate of 61.50%. We proceed to apply ICA and HMM on the RGB facial expression images, obtained 80.50% mean recognition rate. Furthermore, LBP was applied with HMM for FER that achieved the mean recognition rate of 81.25%. Then, LDP was then tried which achieved 82.91%, better than others so far. Later on, LDPP features were combined with PCA and GDA features to be tried with HMMs that achieved 89.58% mean recognition rate. Then, LDPP-PCA-GDA features were tried with DBN for better FER on the RGB faces which could achieve mean recognition rate of 92.50%, the highest in RGB camera-based experiments.
B. DEPTH CAMERA-BASED EXPERIMENTS
After the RGB video-based FER experiments, the experiments were continued to the depth camera-based ones. The depth video-based experimental results are shown in confusion matrix from Table VIII-Table XIV . We can see that when PCA was combined with HMM, it could bring us a mean recognition rate of 62%, which is the lowest performance amongst the depth face-based experiments. On the other hand, using ICA with HMM, the average recognition rate is 83.50%. This result indicates a better performance of ICA as compared with PCA and PCA-LDA (i.e., 65%) on depth faces. Next, we tried to use LBP-HMM and LDP-HMM on depth FER database and found that those two approaches could bring us the mean recognition rate of 87.91% and 89.16% respectively. Then, proposed LDPP-PCA-GDA features were applied with HMMs on depth faces that achieved 91.67% mean recognition rate which is best recognition rate in HMM-based experiments. At last, the highest average recognition rate of 96.67% was achieved when the proposed LDPP-PCA-GDA features were applied with DBN.
V. CONCLUSION
Facial expression recognition (FER) is the most natural way of human emotion expression. For last couple of decades, it has been a very prominent research area for enormous computer vision and image processing applications. An FER system basically consists of three fundamental parts: face image preprocessing that captures the image and improves the quality of the image by eliminating unnecessary details from the background, feature extraction that obtains distinguishable robust features for each expression, and a recognition part that recognizes facial expression in video by applying features on a robust model. Facial image features are very sensitive to noise and illumination and often generates complexity by merging to with each other in the feature space. Hence, performance of an FER system is very much dependent on the extraction of good features. In this study, we have proposed a new approach for emotion recognition from facial expression depth videos, where a novel feature extraction method consisting of LDPP, PCA, and GDA has been investigated. The proposed method consists of tolerance against illumination variation and extracts salient features by utilizing prominent directional strengths of the pixels by considering the highest strength directional position and the signs of the strengths. Besides, the proposed features can overcome critical problems which could not be resolved by conventional LDP feature extraction sometimes such as generating different patterns for edge pixels of reverse directions of bright and dark parts. Regarding depth faces, one major advantage of depth face over RGB is that FER with depth map can be implemented without revealing the identity of the subject since depth faces are represented with respect to the distance to the camera. Hence, the original identity of a person is hidden, which seems to resolve privacy issues regarding permission of the subjects in database. The robust LDPP-PCA-GDA features have been further combined with a state-of-the-art machine learning technique, Deep Belief Network (DBN) for modeling the expressions as well as recognition. Furthermore, the proposed FER method was compared with traditional approaches and its recognition performance was superior over them. 
